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4s James Gleick notes in his recent book Faster, "A man with a watch knows what time

it is. A man with two watches is never sure." From the sundial, to the water clock, to the
escapement, to the pendulum, to the quartz crystal, to the atomic clock, to the Global
Positioning System, humanity has been obsessed with knowing what time it is. But just
fike the man with two watches, how do we know whose watch or clock is correct? In
other words, as the rock band Chicago noted in one o f their classic hits, "Does anyone
really know what time it is? Does anyone really care?" The answer to both questions is a
resounding 'yes." Our modem society depends on knowing the correct time with higher
2nd higher accuracies for everything from time-stamping electronic transactions to synchronizing telecommunications to navigating spacecrafi. "Correct"means that the time
must be technically, and in some cases legally, traceable to national or intemational
standards. In this month's column, Dr. Judah Levine discusses these standards and the
important role GPS plays in keeping the world's timepieces both technically and legally
synchronized.
Dr. Levine is a physicist in the Time and Frequency Division of the National Institute
of Standards and Technology ( N I . . formerly called the National Bureau of Standards)
in Boulder, Colorado. He is also an adjoint professor in the Department of Physics o f
the University of Colorado. He received a B.A. in 1960 h m Yeshiva College and M.S.
and Ph.D. degrees from New York University in 1963 and 1966 respectively. Dr. Levine's
research involves studies o f the statistics o f frequency standards and improving the accuracy of the distribution o f time and frequency information using both satellite and terrestrial methods. He is also involved in the application of precision measurement techniques
to problems of geophysical interest. In collaboration with colleagues at NIST, he is
engaged in improving methods for realizing the definition o f the second and for distributing accurate time and frequency information.

tainties of the measurements themselves,
The resulting uncertainty of the overall
process (which is at best a statistical
extrapolation and not an actual measure
ment) might or might not satisfyour initial
requirements.
The uncertainty associated with basing
traceability on previous calibrations exists
for a mechanical artifact (a voltmeter, for
example) as well, but our confidence in the
stability of a properly maintained and locally available mechanical artifact usually is
much higher than it is for a complex system
based on a remote reference standard. The
fact that the channel between our device
and the reference is usually not under our
direct control does not help matters.
Applications that require traceable meas
urements usually have documentation
requirements as well as technical ones.
Depending on the details of the application,
these requirements might range from maintaining a simple log of the calibrations to
real-time oversight or auditing by a disinterested third party using encrypted and
digitally signed messages. Systems that can
support these requirements can become
quite complex, because they must be protected against both outsiders and insiders.
The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NISI') (and some other national laboratories) provide onlysome of these
services; other services (especially those
intended for satisfying commercial or financial requirements) are (or will be) provided by private third parties using time signals that are traceable to national standards.
The Treaty of the Meter

A

"traceab1e"measurementis one that
can be related to national or international standards using an unbroken chain
of measurements, each of which has a stated uncertainty In this article I will describe
the traceability of time signals, with a special focuson the legal aspects of this question. As I will show below, legal traceability is not a purely technical question -the
legal and technical definitions of time are
not precisely the same (at least in the
United States at present), and this difference could be significant in practice.
An unbroken chain of measurements is
a necessary but not sufficient requirement
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for traceability The fact that a previous time
stamp from some source was found to be
within an acceptable tolerance of a reference standard does not by itself imply
(much less guarantee) that the current one
will also satisfy the same requirement.
We can address this issue statistically
by combining the interval since the last calibration with a statistical estimate of the
stability of the reference to arrive at some
confidence interval for the current measurement. The result is likely to be characterized in terms of a root mean square error,
which is a function of the interval since the
last calibration as well as of the uncer-

The Treaty of the Meter (Convention du
Metre) is the basis for all international
cooperation on questions of standards and
precision metrology The treaty was signed
in 1875 in Paris and was ratified by the US.
Senate in 1878.The treaty was modified in
1921,and the modified version was ratified
by the U.S. Senate in 1923. The modifications did not make any substantial changes
to the original document. There are currently 49 member states of the treaty
The treaty established the International
Bureau of Weights and Measures (Bureau
lntemationaldes bids et Mesures or BIPM),
which is currently located in S h e s , a suburb of Paris. The BIPM is managed by the
International Committee of Weights and
Measures (Cornit6 International des kids
et Mesures or CIPM). The President of the
CIPM is currently Professor J. Kovalevsky,
who is at the Observatoire de la CGte
d'Azur, and the U.S. representative is Dr.
Karen Brown, the Deputy Director of NIST
www.gpsworld.com

The organizational structure defined in
thelkaty of the Meter was initially intended to deal with maintaining and calibrating
ar ifact standards, such as the standard
m ter and kilogram. The responsibilitiesof
the BIPM were expanded over time to
include other standards activities. In what
follows, we will discuss only the current
arrangement,which dates from 1987 when
the responsibilityfor dealing with standards
of time and frequency was transferred to
the BIPM from the Bureau International
de I'Heure.
The CIPM appoints a number of consultative committees to provide technical
advice on questions that are referred to
them. The committee that is important for
this discussion is the ConsultativeCommittee onTime and Frequency ( C O , which
was formerly called the Consultative
Committee for the Definition of the Second
(CCDS). The C C F in turn appoints a number of working groups and subcommittees
to deal with specific questions. Two that
are important for this discussion are the
Working Group on International Atomic
Time UAI) and the subgroup on GPS and
GLONASTimeTransfer Standards. n e Web
page of the BIPM has additional organizational details (see "Further Reading"). In
particular, that page describes other relevant working groups such as the one that is
concerned with the realization of primary
frequency standards and another which
deals with time and frequency transfer
using non-GPS methods such as two-way
satellite time transfer.
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CURE 1 The length of the astronomical day varies because of several different
henomena including tidal friction and the exchange of angular momentum
etween the Earth's core, mantle, and atmosphere. This plot of the annual mean
ifferences between the actual length of day and a day containing exactly
6,400 seconds (the UTC day) illustrates that during the past 100 years, the day
ased on the Earth's rotation has almost always been longer than the UTC day
iith a maximum departure of about 4 milliseconds.
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nme, Frequency, and the BIPM
Althou h time and frequency were originally ought of as distinct quantities with
independent definitions, this distinction
has not been significant for about 30 years.
#en frequency standards based on atomic transitions were first developed in the
19%, the initial plan was to use these standards to realize the standard of frequency
but to maintain the standard of time astre
nomically That method proved to be very
cumbersome, and the realization of the
standards for time and frequency were
unified into their current configuration on
1 January 1972.
Since 1972, the length of the second has
been defined using the frequency of a
hyperfine energystate transition in the
ground state of the cesium atom.
International atomic time (TAI, using the
French word order) is a time scale based
-onthat definition of the second. The length
of the day defined in that way is samewhat shorter than the current length of the
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ICURE 2 The longer astronomical day requires the insertion of leap seconds inti
ie UTC time scale in order to keep the difference between UT1 and UTC less
ian 0.9 second. The five leap seconds which have occurred since 1993 are
learly evident in this plot of UT1 -UTC as determined by the International Earth
otation Service. Values at 0.05 year intervals are plotted up to the beginning of
le year 2000 and at five-day intervals after that.

ay defined by astronomical methods;the
ifference is removed by introducing leap
econds as needed to keep the absolute
iagnitude of the difference less than 0.9
econds.
The resulting time scale (TAI + leap secnds) is called Coordinated UniversalTime
LJTC), and it is the basis for all civil t i m e
eeping. p i s process of adding leap sec-

onds is what makes UTC a'coordinated
time scale.) The rates of TAI and UTC ar
identical between leap seconds. During th
past 10 years or so, the length of the UT
day has been shorter than the astronom
cal day by about 2 milliseconds (a frac
tional offset of about 2.3 X 10a-see Figu
I), so that leap seconds were requiredab01
every 12 or 18 months. The most recer
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I FIGURE 3 The difference between UTC(NIST) and UTC as determined by the
I 3ureau International des Poids et Mesures from a global ensemble of atomic
I :locks is at most a few tens of nanoseconds. The time variation shown in this
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Rgure is consistent with a random walk in frequency with an amplitude of about
5 x 1 0-15at periods of a few months.

eap second, which made TAI-UTC= 32 secmds, was added at the end of December
I998 (see Figure 2). Over the past few
rears, the Earth's average rate of rotation
ias increased slightly and consequently the
ieed for an additional leap second has not
let been announced (as of December
2000).
UTC is sometimes called Greenwich
MeanTime (GMT). However, there are actuilly two currently used GMTs, and the
potential for confusion exists. Originally,
the GMT time scale was based solely on
istronomical observationsand this astronomically determined GMT differs from
UTC by some fraction of a second.
However, the standard time of the United
Kingdom and some other countries near
the Greenwich meridian is also called GMT
In this usage, GMT is synonymous with
UTC.
The BIPM computes UTC and TAI using
data from a world wide ensemble of about
250 commercial cesium standards and
hydrogen masers. These clocks are located mostly at national laboratories. The
clocks at the different locations are compared using a number of different techniques, including common-view GPS
(described below) and two-way satellite
time transfer.
'Ihe computation at the BIPM assigns a
weight to each commercial clock based on
its previous stability;the scale also includes
data from a number of primary frequency
standards. These data are used to make
small adjustmentsto the rate of the scale;a
GPS World January 2001

typical adjustment would change the rate
of TAI by about AWf = 1 X lo"'. These steering correctionsare too small to be seen by
most users, but they are comparableto the
stability of the time scales maintained by
many national laboratories and must be
included in local time scales.
The algorithm that is used by the BIPM
to compute UTC is called ALGOS; it was
introduced in the 1970s. The basic algorithm has remained unchanged, although
its detailed operation has been modified a
number of times since then. It is designed
to optimize the long-termstability of the
scale at the expense of real-time output.
The desire to maximize the long-term frequency stability of UTC and the mechanics
of collecting the data from the contributing
laboratories mean that both UTC and TAI
are computed after the fact and are not
available in real time. Generally, the computing for any month is not completed until
the 16th day of the following month;
although some of this delay could be
reduced by more rapid data collection by
the BIPM, some part of it is an inevitable
consequenceof the retrospective nature of
the computation.

UTC(NM1) and Circular T
Since UTC and TAI are not available in real
time, most national metrology institutes
(NMls) define a local realization of UTC
using data from an ensemble of the atomic clocks at the laboratory The data from
these clocks are combined to compute a
time scale that is used to realizean estimate

of llTC in real-time. These real-timeversions
are identifiedas UTC(NM1) to distinguish
them from UTC as computed by the BIPM.
At NIST, for example, the average time of
the local clock ensemble is computed using
an algorithm called AT1 (which is similar
in concept to ALGOS), and the UTC derived
from this computation is identified as
UTC(N1ST). The U.S. Naval Observatory
uses an analogous procedure to define
UTC(IJSN0). A prediction of UTCglSNO)
is broadcast by the GPS satellites.
The differencesbetween UTC and each
UTC(NM1) are published monthly by the
BIPM in its Circular 7'. The magnitudes of
these differences vary from month to month
but are on the order of a few tens of
nanoseconds for laboratories like NlST or
the US. Naval Observatory (see Figure 3).
(Jhese fluctuations are caused by the flicker and random-walkfrequency changes that
characterize both the clock ensembles at
the laboratories and TAI itself. There may
also be a smaller annual term resulting from
a sensitivity to long-period temperature
fluctuations.)
Most laboratories make small adjustments to UTC(NMI)to steer it to UTC. The
steering algorithm used by each laborate
ry must be a compromise between the conflicting goals of timing accuracy and frequency smoothness. At NET, for example,
these steering corrections are made only
at the start of a month and are announced
in advance. The magnitude of the monthly
frequency correction is generally in the
order of i1 nanoseconds/day (Af/f = lt1.2
x
or less. Time adjustments (socalled clock jumps) are never used.

Mutual Recognition Arrangements
In 1999,the directors of many of the metrology laboratories that subscribeto theTreaty
of the Meter agreed to establish agreements
under which measurements and calibrations performed at one laboratory would
be deemed equivalent (at some specified
accuracy level to a given measurement at
another laboratory These agreements were
a response to the increasingly intemational character of calibration and measurement activities. These agreements are still
being developed, but there are already
some prototypes in the area of time and f r e
quency metrology Examples are the North
and Central America Metrology Cooperative (NORAMEI'), which links N E T with lab
oratories in Canada and Mexico, and a
memorandum of understanding between
NlST and USNO regarding equivalence of
time and frequency signals generated at the
two laboratories.
www.gpsworld.com

Distributing Time
and Frequency Signals
At all timing laboratories, UTC(NM1) is
defined at a point called the reference
pl&ne,and the time delay between this
poiint and the user’s equipment must be
measured. Because this delay is at least 3
nanoseconds per meter (the speed of light
inverse), it is often much larger than the difference between UTC and UTC(NM1) or
between UTC(NM1,) and UTCmMId. There
are a number of methods of measuring this
delay, including direct calibration of the
timetransfer equipment and estimating it
as opehalf of the m e a s d round-tripdelay
The uncertainties in this delay often limit
(and may even dominate) the overall e m r
budget for the entire time transfer process.
Although a quantitative estimate of this
problem depends on the details of the time
transfer equipment, loosely speaking it is
relatively easy to keep the overall uncertainty in the estimate of the channel delay
to less than 1 microsecond, and it is almost
impossible to achieve an overall uncertainty of less than 1 nanosecond. It is possible, but quite difficult, to achieve an overall uncertainty of less than 10 nanoseconds.

www.gpsworld.com

Many of the effects that contribute to the
delay change slowly with time, often with
a nearly diurnal signature. Nearly diurnal
effects can be attenuated by averaging,pro
vided that the clock at the user’s location
is sufficientlystable to support this.
The uncertainties and the fluctuations
in the delays through the different channels
between a user and the various national
timing laboratories may limit the practical
usefulness of the equivalence defined by a
Mutual Recognition Arrangement. For
example, it does not help much if NIST and
USNO have an agreement that stipulates
that their two time scales are equivalent at
some level of uncertainty if the channels
between the institutes and a user are not
calibrated to the same level of accuracy
Legal lime in the United States
To complicate matters further, legal time in
the United States is not UTC but mean solar
time as referenced to the Greenwich meridian (United States Code, Title 15, Chapter
6, subchapter IX,sections 26&267). As we
have described above, the difference
between mean solar time and UTC (often
called DUTl) has a sawtooth-like charac-
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ter, decreasing slowly between leap sec
onds and increasing precipitously when a
leap second is inserted. The peak-tepeak
amplitude of this variation can be as large
as 1.8 seconds in the long term, but is typ
ically less than this value.
The value of DUTl is transmitted by a
number of time services, including the NISI
digital telephone service (Automated
Computer Time Service) and the NIS7
radio stations WWV, WWVB, and WWVH.
Because the correction changes by ap
proximately 50 milliseconds per month
and is transmitted with a resolution 01
0.1 seconds, it is possible to monitor these
services occasionally and cache the value
received. Depending on the details of this
process, different clients might have
values that differ by 0.1 second (or even
more in the immediate vicinity of a lear
second).
Although it would not be difficult to use
mean solar time for legal time stamps ir
principle, this is rarely done in practice
Even if the correction were more widel)
available than at present, the relatively pool
resolution at which it is transmitted woulc
totally dominate the accuracy of the mes
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sage. A simpler approach would be to
:hange the legal definition of time to be
UTC; perhaps this has not been done yet
3ecause of the lack of clients in need of
legally traceable time with a resolution sub
stantially better than 1 second.

FURTHER READING
For further information about the various time scales and their relationship to CPS, see
0 "Time, Clocks, and CPS," by R.B. Langley in GPsW.)rfd,Vol. 2, No. 10,
November/December 1991, pp. 38-42.
@'A Brief History of Precise lime and GPS," by D.W. Allan, N. Ashby, and C. Hodge in

Practical Difficulties
at Leap Seconds

WJ. Klepczynski in

4lthough it is not strictly an issue of legal
raceability many digital systems have dif'iculties assigning an unambiguous time
itamp in the vicinity of a UTC leap second.
h e leap second is always added as the last
;econd of the day, and UTC time stamps in
he vicinity of the leap second are identiied as follows in the left-hand column:
UTC

Day N

time stamps
235958
235959
23:59:60 *

Day Nt1 0O:OO:OO
*the leap second

Equivalent
computer time
23:59:58
23:59:59
235959

oo:oo:oo

Most computer systems keep time interially as the number of seconds since some
spoch (0000 UTC on 1 January 1970 or 1
lanuary 1900 are common choices), and
here is no way of representing the leap
;econd in this format. In the case of com3uter clocks, the most common practice is
o stop the clock for 1 second during the
eap second, effectively transmitting
!3:59:59 twice. This is shown in the rightland column above. An event that happens
iuring the leap second therefore receives
i time stamp that is indistinguishablefrom
in event that happened in the previous
iecond.
GPS (System) Time does not include
eap seconds at all, but the current and
uture leap second counts are transmitted
i y each satellite and can be subtracted
rom GPSTime to construct UTC. Not all
-eceiversparse this field correctly, and it
:annot always be used to compute UTC in
he past or very far into the future.

Realization of UTC using CPS
here are a number of ways of using GPS
o receive UTC time signals. (This section
s concerned with subsecond resolution
md assumes that the integer leap second
:orrection has already been applied.) If the
ocation of the receiver is known, receiving
he signal from a single GPS satellite is
znough to allow the receiver to solve for the
Merence between the local clock time and
3PS Time. At a minimum, this solution
?equiresthe ephemeris broadcast by the
;atellite,and it may also use other paramsters in the navigation message such as the
CPs Wodd January 2001

ionospheric model coefficients. If the
receiver can process both the L1 and L2
signals, then the delay through the ionosphere can be estimated from the L1-E dispersion. (If the location of the receiver is
not known, it must be found using similar
data from additional satellites.)The conversion from GPS Time to UTC can be
accomplished in several different ways:
1. Using the offset between GPS Time
and vrC(USN0) broadcast by the satellites.
This has the advantage that it requires no
additional hardware or other data. However, the transmitted value is an extrapolation. The offset values transmitted by different satellites may differ because the
parameter values transmitted by the various satellites were uploaded at different
times.
2. Estimating the difference between GPS
Time and UTC using measurements from a
timing laboratory rather than from the
broadcast message itself. For example,
N E T publishes the differences between GPS
Time and UTC(NIST) for each satellite that
can be viewed from Boulder, Colorado, with
a delay of about 1 day; USNO and many
other timing laboratories do somethingsimilar. Using these measurements could cancel or attenuate problems with the satellite
clock, errors in the broadcast ephemeris,
and ionospheric effects.'Ihis method does
not depend on the extrapolationsthat form
the basis of the previous method, but it
requires ancillary data from another site,

and it cannot be completed in real time.
3. Using real-time common-view data
with a timing laboratory substantially
improves the cancellation of the effects
mentioned in the previous paragraph,
because the two sites observe the satellite
at the same time and use the same method
to average the data. The common-view
method is potentially the most accurate for
this reason. However, it requires an active
collaboration between the two sites. NIST
provides this service to some customers
using the common-view schedules published by the BIPM.
No matter how the offset between the
GPSTime and UTC is calculated, the final
data must be corrected for the delay
through the receiving equipment, including any offset between the GPSTime computed internally by the receiver and the
emission of the physical pulse that is used
to calibrate an external device. The apparent delay may vary with time as the satellites move across the sky due to changes in
signal multipath effects at the antenna.
Receivers can be calibrated by operating them in common view with a second
receiver located nearby whose delay is
known. A common reference clock is used
for the two receivers, and the two antennas
are placed near each other. Another
method measures the response of the
receiver to a signal generated by a satellite
simulator. Both of these methods have
advantages, but neither is simple.
www.gpsworld.com

Summary
National laboratories maintain real-time
estimates of UTC and disseminate this time
scale using a number of different methods.
GPS is currently the method of choice when
the highest possible accuracy is required.
Depending on how the signals are used
and how carefully the receiving equipment
is calibrated, GPS signals can provide trace
ability to national and international standards with a n accuracy between about 10
nanoseconds and 1 microsecond. At the
highest levels, the accuracy is usually
limited by uncertainties in the delay
through the channel between the satellite
and the equipment at the receiving station.
Estimating these delays is complicated
by the presence of time-varying effects,
including multipath reflections received
by the antenna and the sensitivity of the
receiving equipment to changes in the
ambient temperature. Uncertainties in this
delay may limit the technical traceability
of the time stamps at the receiver.
In addition to issues of technical trace
ability legal traceability may impose additional auditing and documentation require
ments on the client system. These require-

ments will vary with the application; in
their most comprehensive form they may
require extemal monitoring of the client sys
tem. This sort of arrangement cannot be
realized using only a oneway broadcast
system. 6%
wInnouation"isa regular column featuring
discussions about
recent advances in
GPS technology and
its applications as
well as the hndamentals of GPS positioning. R e column is
coordinated by Richard Langley of the
Department of Geoilev and Geomatics
Engineering at the Universityof New
Brunswick, who appreciates receioing your
comments as well as topic suggestions for
future columns. To contact him, see the
"Co1umnists"sectionon page 4 of this
issue.

Reprints of GPS WOrMarticles,advertisements,
news items OT special announcementsare
availablethroughAdvanstar Marketing
services.customizedtomeetyourspecific
needs, reprints are highlyeffectivewhen you
use them to:
Develop direct-mail campaigns
Provide product/seMce literature

Create trade show distribm materials
Present informationat conferences
and seminars
Train and educate key personnel,new hires
* Enhance press kits
Compile reference materials
Tack trends and emerging technologies
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cs that Include
I discussions wi
changing the conventional mapping mindset,
licensing of surveyors and photogrammetrists,

0 Processes up to 20 GPS receivers simultaneously
0 Can b e used in static, semldynamlc and fully dynamic

environments
0 Available as a developer's kit for embedded applications
0 New! Verslon 2.0, which now includes networUCiP and
remote access capabllities.
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